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Editorial

Volume 19 No. 2

Welcome to this, the second issue of 'IN miniature' (previously known as 'News and 'Views') for Volume 19
(2005).
IN miniature (previously
News & Views) is the official
magazine of IPMS New
South Wales.
Contributions are warmly
invited. All due care is taken
for material offered, however neither the editorial
staff nor IPMS New South
Wales accepts any responsibility. Acceptance of material does not signify a guarantee that it will be published.
Except where noted, all material in IN miniature remains the copyright of the
author, editors and IPMS
NSW. Reproduction of any
material is prohibited without written permission of the
copyright holders.

We have our usual mixture of something of interest for everyone in this issue, this issue having a very diverse mixture of material from the 1940s through to 2005. There is a very mixed bag of articles (including a
look at large scale Naval modelling with a report from the TF72 meeting from Mick Elst - yes they are all
1/72 scale working models). BTW the Lancastrian is not really a RAAF transport but some did wear RAAF
roundels (see the article) and that was the easiest place to slot the article into the index.
I would like to thank those people who have kindly allowed us to reproduce their photos in this issue, in particular the following - Clarke Cone, Brian Kerr, Dave Edwards, Dick Hourigan, Mick Mirkovic, Alan Yee, Mick
Elst, DOD & the AHMWA. Obviously I also am grateful to Matt Ward and Gary Byk for the review material.
Don't forget that all photos credited to these individuals are subject to copyright and cannot be reproduced
without written permission.
The club website also has further photos from the last 6 months taken by Gary Wickham & Dave Connolly
at 'www.ipmsnsw.org'. Also Don't forget that some articles have multiple HTML pages ('click' on the next
buttons) and that one should click on any thumbnail pictures to load a larger copy.
Steve Mackenzie - Editor

All material (Photos, text and drawings) is by and copyrighted to the Editor Steve Mackenzie unless noted
and cannot be reproduced without written permission

All correspondence to:
IN miniature Magazine
c/o P.O. Box 175
Belmore 2192
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4$17$6/DQFDVWULDQV

by Steve Mackenzie
In 1942, Victory Aircraft of Canada modified a Lancaster Mk.1 (which
had been selected for production by Avro Canada), to a version capable of carrying passengers and mail on the routes flown by Trans
Canada Airlines. The original conversion had the nose and tail turrets fairly crudely blanked off with blunt fairings and only the standard Lancaster windows in the fuselage for passengers to peer out
of. Further development led to production of an extra eight airframes
which had the features of Lancastrians as we know them with proper
aerodynamic fairings to the nose and tail and proper windows for the
passengers under the designation Lancaster XPP (Lancaster Mk.X
being the designation of the Canadian built Lancasters).
Avro in England also undertook development themselves from 1943
and eventually introduced a version to the production lines (in small
numbers) as the Lancastrian. This was very similar to the later Canadian airframes and took the basic form as exibited by the QANTAS
examples illustrated here. The first airframe was converted from Lancaster serial VB673 and was delivered to BOAC in Feb 1945 with the
civil rego G-AGLF. In May 1945 this airframe was used for proving
flights on the England - Australia 'Kangaroo Route'. with the success
of these flights and the end of WW.II (which made more stopover
points available), BOAC eventually acquired 19 airframes which were
operated on the Kangaroo route in conjunction with QANTAS Empire
Airways (QEA) in BOAC 'Speedbird' markings.
In addition to the above, QEA also owned four airframes in their own
right (regos VH-EAS, EAT, EAU and EAV) which were operated in
QEA marks. These are the machines which we will look at in this article. QEA first used these airframes on the Australia - Japan troop

The International Plastic Modelers Society, New South Wales Branch,
Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts devoted to the pursuit and promotion of plastic modeling. The club
meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December when
the meeting is held on the 3rd Saturday. Meetings start at 1:00 PM
and are held at
Ryde Ex-Services Club
724 Victoria Road
Ryde NSW 2112

service to supply men and equipment to the occupation forces in the
1947-48 period before they were replaced by DC-4s on that route.
This interest in the QEA Lancastrians started when the attached photos (on the next page) turned up in Allan Yee's photo collection - it
had us mystified for a while as we did not know of the RAAF operating any Lancastrians (note it carries Blue White fuselage roundels).
Now I don't know which QEA Lancastrian this actually is because the
rego is not visible from these angles, but subsequent research
showed the interesting fact that the QEA airframes did in fact use
fuselage roundels while on the trooping duties in 1947/48 (which can
be clearly seen in several of these photos). These photos show several other useful details such as the 2 dome shaped antennas carried under the fuselage (superimposed on the blanked off bomb bay
doors), the true shape of the intakes on the sides of the engines (and
their associated debris/ice guards), Black anti-glare panel and wing
de-icing boots and the aerial near the wing root.

References
1) APMA Magazine issue 2/1984 for an excellent article on Lancastrians in general and the 'Pregnant Lanc' VH-EAV in particular. Has
very good modelling info about converting a Lanc to the Lancastrian.
Other useful refs for Lancastrians in general are:
2) Aeroplane Monthly Oct 1975 and April/May 1981
3) Flypast (UK) Jan/Feb/Mar 1983
4) Aviation News Vol8 No12

Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the competitions, workshops and other various activities held by the club for people of all ages and varying levels of skill in plastic modeling.
If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692 8040
visit our website at http//:www.ipms.org or write to :
IPMS New South Wales
c/o P.O. Box 949
Glebe NSW
Australia 2037
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A hunt through my available resources brought to hand three more
photos of VE-EAU in Japan in late 1947. These photos (below plus the
title photo for this article) confirm that at the time roundels were carried row to Port), plus the additional small window to rear of the door which
on the rear fuselage only, with the rego VH-EAU on the vertical tail- does not have a Portside equivalent (refer side view drawing).
planes, under the port and no doubt also above the starboard wing (this
being the standard layout on the wings of local civil machines). Note
this machine had two additional aerials under the nose at this time
(compared to Allan's photos) and also the position of the door on the
Starboard side (incorporating the last of the windows that is seen in the

Avro Lancastrian, QEA, rego VH-EAU, Japan late 1947.
Overall Natural Metal scheme (including Spinners). Black regos VH-EAU on outside of vertical tails, under port wing and above starboard
wing. Black anti-glare panel forward of cockpit and wing de-icing boots. RAAF style Dark Blue/ White roundels are carried either side of the
fuselage only.
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The above two photos (courtesy of the AHMWA collection via Mick Mirkovic - Neg Nos P013623 and P013624) show VH-EAT
at Perth Airport in 1948 with full QEA titles as discussed above. It still has the dome style of aerials under the fuselage and I
now can just see the rego above the Starboard wing (so I was correct in that respect earlier).

Avro Lancastrian, QEA, rego VH-EAT, Perth late 1948.
Overall Natural Metal scheme (including Spinners). Black regos VH-EAT on outside of vertical tails, under port wing and above starboard wing.
Black anti-glare panel forward of cockpit and wing de-icing boots. Red 'QANTAS Empire Airways' logos on the rear fuselage above the windows
and an Australian flag on the outside of vertical tail surfaces (above the Black regos). I have assumed that it does not carry the stylised nose
markings for this profile.

While the QEA Lancastrians originally had fairly basic markings, after
they were replaced on the Australia - Japan route by DC-4s, they
gained more sustantial airline type markings as they were now used
for commercial passengers on other routes within the QEA network. A
full set of these markings consisted of Red 'QANTAS Empire Airways'
logos on the rear fuselage above the windows, an Australian flag on
the vertical tail surfaces (above the Black regos) and in some cases a
stylised Blue flag on either side of the nose with White QEA lettering.
All these markings were not always carried however (see later for examples).

QEA Lancastrian VH-EAS was used for a special proving flight to survey the Perth - Cocos Islands - Johannesburg route in Nov 1948 and
carried special nose markings to commemorate that flight for some
time. These consisted of Australian and South African flags with writing proclaiming it to be the first direct Australia to South African flight
in Black under the cockpit on both sides. At the time of the photos this
machine also carried to QEA nose markings and a DF loop beneath
the nose. For more details of this scheme see the APMA article listed
in the Refs. The photo to the left below is from the AHMWA via Mick
Mirkovic, Neg No P013874.

Acknowledgements
I would like to thank as always the following people who contributed
towards this article - Allan Yee amd Mick Mirkovic from AHMWA for
supplying photographic material and Roger Lambert for general info.
Also one other photo is from the AWM collection and used under the
conditions nominated on their website.
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The above three photos (courtesy of the Allan Yee collection) show VH-EAV in all it's glory. Note that the QEA titles are not
carried on the rear fuselage - apparently QEA did not think it very good public relations to advertise too openly whose Connies were having major engine problems !! Note that the QEA flag is only on the Starboard side of the nose in these photos,
there being none too Port. The dome style of aerials under the fuselage are of course gone as their position is taken up by the
new engine pannier. Note how the pannier fairs into the fuselage (a point not obvious on my drawing as that part is hidden by
the wing and engines in side view). Photos – Allan Yee
Apart from being used for commercial passenger services on various
minor routes, one airframe VH-EAV was converted to an 'engine mule'
for the new QEA Constellations which entered service on the
'Kangaroo Route' from about 1950. While a massive improvement in
passenger comfort over things such as Lancastrians and DC-4s, the
Connies had one major weakness - they kept losing engines while in
flight along the route. Thus the 'Pregnant Lanc' was borne - VH-EAV
was converted to the specialist role of transporting spare engines for
the Connies and positioning them in strategic points along the
'Kangaroo Route'.
The actual conversion to Lancastrian VH-EAV was fairly simple. The
fairing was hinged on the Starboard side to allow access to the Connie
engine which was secured within the original bomb bay area and
braced by a tubular arrangement. It was raised into place and lowered
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by a cable/ pulley system. When lowered it was placed on a special
wheeled trolley (carried within the fuselage) and wheeled off to wherever it had to go on reaching it's destination. If one actually wishes to
model this arrangement , I refer you to the excellent article on this airframe by Dave Muir in APMA issue 2/1984 (available direct from the
APMA back issue service) which has several photos of the opened
pannier, trolley etc.

Avro Lancastrian, QEA, rego VH-EAV, Mascot early 1950s.
Overall Natural Metal scheme (including Spinners). Black regos VH-EAV on outside of vertical tails, under port wing and above starboard wing.
Black anti-glare panel forward of cockpit and wing de-icing boots. Australian flag on the outside of vertical tail surfaces (above the Black regos).
The stylised nose markings do not show on this profile as they are only on the other side in the reference photos above. DF loop above the fuselage.

And a few additional leftover photos. The first two above are of VHEAU (plus an unknown airframe in Japan). 1st photo is RAAF Official via AWM, 2nd is USAF Official via an Ebay Auction (caption at
the time said it was an RAF Lancaster, but we know better). The 3rd
is VH-EAT at Perth in 1948, still wearing RAAF roundels. The is
from the AHMWA via Mick Mirkovic, Neg No P013871.
And finally to finish off, the first below shows our friend VH-EAU
again taken at Perth in 1950. By this stage VH-EAU had gained full
QEA titling on the fuselage. The 2nd is VH-EAV at Perth in 1948
(sic) wearing full QEA titling prior to it's conversion to the 'Pregnant
Lanc'. Note that it already has the DF loop above the fuselage.
These two photos are from the AHMWA via Mick Mirkovic, Neg Nos
P013873 and P0921186 respectively.
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+LJK$OWLWXGH0HVVHUVFKPLWW0HV

by Ley Reynolds

Late in 1943 the Reich Lufthahrt Ministerium (RLM) began to have
concerns about high altitude (i.e in excess of 10,000 m) bombing raids
from Britian, presumedly based on intelligence about the Boeing B-29
programme.
At that time it was considered that only a twin engined aircraft would
have the load carrying capacity and endurance to engage such aircraft. Consequently developement of a single seat Me-410 was commenced.
The first units dispensed with the Radio Operator/ Gunner and the
rearward firing barbettes, their place being taken by two tanks for the
GM 1 nitrous oxide boost system (see detail A). Armament consisted
of two MG 17 machine guns and two MG 151/20 20 mm cannon in the
nose and two MK 103 30 mm cannon in the bomb bay (see detail B).
Further development resulted in a redesigned cockpit canopy with a
solid fairing over the deleted rear seat. Both types were apparently
referred to as Me-410A-1/U3s with a total of 30 airframes being built.
All these allegedly served with II/ZG.26 based in Bohemia-Moravia
and Prussia. However they proved easy victims for marauding Allied
fighters and by August 1944 none were left in service.
The two aircraft illustrated hereafter are finished in an RLM 74/75/76
scheme with mottling on the fuselage sides in RLM 74/75 or possibly
RLM 02. The identification numbers and II Gruppe bar are probably
Red or Yellow. Note that '3's fuselage cross is a darkish Gray mottle
not Black.
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-LJVDZ6SLWILUH0N;,,LQWK6FDOH

by Tony Prince
My shelves are groaning with the weight of Spitlires: Mk.II, Mk.Vs,
Mk.VIIIs, Mk.IXs, Mk.XIVs, Mk.21 & a Seafire 46 for good measure!
There are more in the cupboard too, however the missing link, so to
speak is the Mk.XII.
There were only 100 ever built and these were issued to only two
squadrons, with the objective of coping with fast, low flying Fw 190s
making sneak raids.
The Mk.XII was a jigsaw in fact: Griffon engine, Mk.V or VIII fuselage,
new cowling to suit, Four bladed prop (which went the other way for
good measure, all sitting on top of a universal wing with clipped tips.
All this pretty well describes what my cobbled together model is made
of!
Raw Materials: Spare parts, discarded kits, plasticard, plastic tubing,
Tippex & lots of Milliput. Specifically the sources were as follows: Fuselage & tailplanes: Arii/ Otaki/ Airfix.
Cowling for Griffon engine: Hobbycraft Seafire Mk.XV, Spinner: ditto.
Prop blades from a junked Academy Mk.XIV (filed down).
Wings: Airfix Seafire Mk.III kit (they're a pretty good fit too!)
Cannon breech covers: Academy again. (The XII had the narrow
bulged ones)
Radiator & Oil cooler: Airfix Mk.V (or the above as there are heaps of
parts & you know how to file don't you?)
Carburettor intake: Tamiya (their Mk.V flop gives you three choices)
Cockpit Interior: Extracted from a time expired Academy Mk.XIV (a
little bit of work & it pops in just fine - the other details will improve the
interior as well if you can get them off without losing them in the carpet).
Cockpit door: Academy.
Undercarriage: Will either he Airfix Seafire or the Academy model with
wheels from Tamiya or Hasegawa spares.
Windscreen & Canopy: Academy (filed down) is looking good but I
may use Tamiya or Hasegawa spares, or even a vac-form.

Flaps: Airfix Seafire Mk.46
Method:
Pretty much like assembling a model out of the box if you don't allow
for the frustration, constant trial & error in getting bits to fit, reference
to photos, searching on the web & using what seems like a litre of Tippex along the way.
First step was to cut off the nose of the Arii Mk.IX at the cowling line,
taking with it the Front of the wing roots (cut to the front of the panel
line to allow for filing to fit). Make a similar cut to the rear of the Hobbycraft kit cowling - the fit is not bad - some tabs inside to strengthen the
joint will help. Don't foget to keep the engine thrust line tipped slightly
down as per all Griffon engined versions.
Before joining the rear fuselage halves I burgled the cockpit interior
from the Academy Mk.XIV plus all the extra detail bits I could. With a
bit of clean up (and more filing) it all went into the XII cockpit. While I
was at it I decided to add more structural detail in there as well as inside the tail wheel cavity. Then I glued the fuselage together. Incidentally, the cockpit door was removed from the fuselage; an Academy
one will be used eventually.
Tailplanes went on next. Almost a perfect fit as they are all Arii
Wings are next; a reasonable fit, but remember that the gull centre
section of the Arii kit is not represented, so offer the lower part, of the
Airfix wings up under the Arii fuselage & mark out where the Airfix gull
bit comes to. Cut & trim to suit.
The wing root/fuselage is quite close & only a little filler was used,
however I did glue a fine sliver of plastic strip in the butt of the wing to
sit the fuselage on & act as reinforcement. There was a need for a fair
amount of filler to smooth in the gull section. The large radiator came
from the Airfix kit, as did the oil cooler. The Airfix cannons bulges are
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hopeless, I used the Academy pair, filed down to fit (actually just file
off the flanges on these parts & they should just drop into place).
It is worth noting that there is a gap between the lower nose cowling &
the wing centre section. To fill this I removed the aft 3/8" from the Airfix
cowling, filed to fit & glued in place. No filler necessary thanks to a
good set of files!
For flaps you have a choice as the Airfix Seafire kit is designed to
show them up or down. The actual flaps used were those from the
Seafire Mk.46 narrowed down.
Undercarriage: Any of the kit's bits will be O.K. I used Airfix wheels
with plain hubs, ditto oleos, but Academy wheel covers.
Cannon: Again a wide choice from the various kits. I seem to remember Hasegawa Mk.IX were used.
Spinner: Hobbycraft; just cleaned up a hit, with the prop openings
enlarged. Prop blades were a different matter altogether! (Chuck out
the Hobbycraft set, they are too short & skinny for starters. Out with
the files & tackle the Academy set. At least they revolve the right way,
but need to be thinner, narrower & less chunky. A reference photo will
help here.
Exhausts: I used the Arii set; with a bit of cleaning up they are a good
fit &. look right.
Canopy etc: Academy, ICM or Vacformed. I used the first for the
windshield, the second for the main canopy & the rear window canto
from Arii as the kit fuselage is a little too round in this area & their part
is a good fit. The main canopy will be displayed open & will hide any
shortcomings in this area.
Rear wheel & doors: The first from Hasegawa (Mk.IX). Doors from the
Academy kit, but Arii also provide a perfectly good pair.
The construction (and destruction) took me about 20 hours with painting still to come.

10
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Painting:
Each of us has his/her own favourites here. My usual choice is for
Aeromaster or Gunze with a little Modelmaster enamel for some detail
work. (Actually. AeroM Ocean Grey, Gunze #73 Dark Green. over
Gunze #335 Med Sea Grey). Pastels were used for weathering, plus a
little brown wash & silver pencil & dry brushing fur chipping. Decals
came from the spares box as I am not aware of any after-market sets
for the Mk.XII.
That's it then. If I do another Mk.XII I will consider using the Tamiya
Mk.V. fuselage & wings or perhaps the Hasegawa Mk.IX. Either would
need modifications to the wings & each would need a new nose, props
& spinner, but the underlying quality of the mouldings would be a big
plus & ultimately would I think, be a lot easier to build. Never the less,
this Jigsaw Mk.XII has given a lot of satisfaction in overcoming a good
many modelling challenges & I feel happy with the results.

PPV)+/RUUDLQH6FKOHSSHU
Aberdeen Proving Grounds in the United States tested most captured
Axis vehicles during and after WW.II to ascertain their performance
characteristics for Intelligence purposes. As AFV modellers would be
well aware, many of these vehicles have been on outside display at
the Ground's museum for many years, this being the source for measurement of many of them for reference for kits that have been released over the years.
In May 1942, Hitler ordered that 40 Lorraine Schlepper chassis be
converted to mount a 15cm sFH for use in North Africa. The superstructure came from Alkett and assembly was done in Paris. Later 64
more were converted for a total production of 94. The vehicle was officially known as '15cm sFH13/1 (Sf) auf Geschutzwagen Lorraine

Schlepper (f)' aka Sd.Kfz 135/1. This example is believed to have
been captured from the Afrika Korps during the retreat from El
Alamein.
There are several kits of this type in 1/35 and 1/72 scales in variously
Injected Plastic, Resin or metal form. For reference there is a review of
the RPM 1/35 kit on Hyperscale at the web address listed in the references below and the Al.By Miniatures, resin kit 825, 'Sd.Kfz. 135
Lorraine Schlepper' is also highly recommended if you can obtain one.
Photos by Clarke Cone
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Clark Cone of North Carolina, USA has agreed to allow us to present his t=23596&postdays=0&postorder=asc&start=0&sid=8e0ccb9e3c979cd48
walkarounds of much of this equipment for reference purposes. All of ecc493d78ea4c43
the photos are the copyright of Clark Cone of North Carolina, USA and
may not be sold or distributed without his written authorisation.
Clark has generously allowed our club members to access these photos
for their personal use, and for our club to post them as reference files in
our publication 'in Miniature', with appropiate photo credits being acknowledged.
The rule shown in some photos to give scale is 2' overall, with one half
divided into 6" and 1" segments.

References:
1) http://www.wwiivehicles.com/germany/foreign/LorraineSchlepperFH.
htm
2) http://forum.axishistory.com/viewtopic.php?
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$O0XWKDQQD7DVN)RUFH

by Steve Mackenzie
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The Australian Government decided to send a new Australian Task
Force to Iraq to help in the process of rebuilding and consolidation and
reinforcement in the Al Muthanna province in southern Iraq with have
two tasks. The first of these is to provide a secure environment for the
Japanese engineering and support forces which are assisting in the
rebuilding process in the province. The Japanese forces are involved in
matters relating to road and school construction, water availability, and
also incidental health tasks.

This batch of photos from the defence Media site, shows the Task
Group in operation. I have mainly concentrated here on the vehicles
used, many more photos showing the men's uniforms etc may be found
on the Media website (listed below) along with much larger (3000 pixel)
versions of these photos for those who need additional detail. (Steve).

Editor's Notes - These photos are from the Defence Media website.
Large format photos (up to 3000+ pixels wide & 3.5 Mb files each in
their original format) can be found on the site at the address listed beThe Task Group is also involved in the further training of Iraqi security low (Steve).
forces. That training is essential to the Iraqis in the future being able to
take over the internal and external defence of their country.
References:
The Australian Task Group consists of a headquarters, a cavalry squad- Department of Defence – Media centre - http://www.defence.gov.au/
ron, an infantry company, and a training team. The total numbers are
approximately 450, and has some 40 ASLAV armoured vehicles, plus All photos kindly supplied by the Department of Defence media centre.
supporting vehicles such as the new Bushmasters for the transport of
the infantry element. The great bulk of the Task Group was drawn from
the Darwin 1st Brigade.
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)$&'83&V

by Steve Mackenzie
Exercise Sharp Dagger was held in Townsville region from the 5 Jun - 9
Jun 2005. It is an exercise designed to provide work up training for
Army Terminal Air Controllers prior to Exercise Talisman Sabre 05 with
an emphasis on close air support. Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF)
Aircraft and Equipment were deployed to RAAF Base Townsville.
Planned Aircraft involvement included 4 F-111C, 3 PC-9s and approximately 70 personnel. Aircraft and personnel began arriving in Townsville
from 3 Jun 05. The aircraft were planned to be operating out of RAAF
Base Townsville for day and night operations utilising the High Range
Training Area (HRTA).

All airframes carry crew names below the cockpits and all three photographed here carry shark mouths, but of course each one is different as
to colours etc of the mouths (so much for standardisation !!). Airframe
A23-032 would make a great model with it's full colour shark mouth
markings but first we need a proper, easily obtainable kit in both scales
to apply them to.
Editor's Notes - These photos were downloaded in their original large
format (up to 3000+ pixels wide & 3.5 Mb files each in their original format) from the ADF Media Site (as listed below). See the site if you wish
to obtain the original larger scans. (Steve)

I have put together this small spread to show the latest developements References: Department of Defence – Media centre - http://www.
in the markings of the FAC PC-9As since our major articles in issue defence.gov.au/
15/4 of 'in Miniature'. At that stage we looked at their attachment to first
76 Sqn and later 77 Sqn RAAF. Since that time they have been split off All photos kindly supplied by the Department of Defence media centre.
to operate as a separate unit with the title of FAC Developement Unit
(FACDU), still based at Williamtown with 4 airframes. As far as I know
the 4 machines are now A23-020, 22, 31 and 32
The unit originally had all four airframes in the Dark Grey scheme (FS
#36118 overall), with at least one airframe (A23-022) carrying special
tail markings of a bird clutching a missile (as per the photo here, it is
still carrying these markings). Airframes A23-022 and -031 were still in
this scheme when last photographed.
However the current intention is to repaint at least some of the airframes back into the Light Gray Scheme (similar to that carried by one
airframe in the 76 Sqn days). PC-9s A23-020 and -032 are currently in
this scheme which was quite glossy when first applied (see the spinners
in a couple of these photos) but has weathered down to a more Matt
finish over the bulk of the airframe.
In this scheme they have also been receiving newly designed FACDU
tail markings, plus are being named for Australian VC winners, e.g A23020 is named 'Newton VC' and A23-032 'Middleton VC'. I remember
seeing one report that all four had been renamed late last year but the
photo of A23-022 shows that this airframe has not been repainted or
been painted with a name yet.
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6HDKDZN:DONDURXQG3KRWRV

by Dave Edwards
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On these pages is a detailed walkaround of several of the RAN Seahawk Helicopters. The photos are courtesy of Dave Edwards from Melbourne and were taken at different times and feature several different
airframes. It is interesting to note the different styles of markings between the different airframes, modex number '71' having unusual Black
fuselage roundels and 'NAVY' titles instead of the usual Grey markings.
These are intended to assist with detailing the exterior of Aussie Seahawk models.
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6SDQLVK)RUHLJQ/HJLRQ

by Ley Reynolds
The Spanish Foreign Legion was formed in 1920 by Millan Astraey a
much wounded, much decorated Rightwing fanatic, for service in
Spain's African colonies. Unlike the French Legion Estrange very few
foreigners have served in the Spanish Foreign Legion, the basic creed
of which is militaristic Catholicism with the greatest honour being
death in battle.
The basic unit is the 'bandera', an under strength battalion of about
600 men, of which four were initially formed.The first campaign was
the 1920-25 Riff war in Morrocco where the legionaires gained a reputation for bravery, ruthlessness and cruelty equal to the Arab tribemen.
1) Legionario, Morroco 1925 - he wears the light weight summer uniform of light Grey-Green shirt and darker 'granadero' trousers with offwhite canvas shoes ('alpargatas'). Belt webbing/pouches are off-white
canvas while the campaign hat is a dark coloured felt. The rifle is the
standard 7.92 mm Spanish M1913 Mauser and he carries an M1913
long bayonet. The metal canteen is carried in a canvas cover.
For ten years from 1926, the Legion served in Colonial garrisons, except for a brief campaign in October 1934 during the Asturian revolt.
Again the Legionaries' ruthlessness was in evidence, killing
(sometimes by execution) over 1500 revolutionaries for the loss of 98
officers and men. This campaign engendered a somewhat exaggerated fear of the Legion (and the Moorish Regulares) amongst the
population that was to prove useful for the Nationalists during the Civil
War.

The military revolt on the night of 17/18 July 1936 saw the Legion
'banderas' in the first ever military airlift (in Ju-52s and SM.81s) across
the straights of Gibralta to Seville where they initially formed the backbone of the various Nationalist columns. The reputation gained in the
Asturias in 1934 did much to unnerve the hastily trained Republican
militia in the early months.
By the end of the Civil War the Legion had expanded from 6 to 18
banderas and had fought in every campaign.
3) Alferez, Seville 1936 - he wears the summer uniform previously
described, with belt/ webbing/ holster in Black leather, Black jackboots
and White gloves. The epaulets carry the Legion emblem and the
'isabelino' is piped in Red. The rank of 'alferez' (sub-lieutenant) is indicated by a single star on the cap and on a Black patch ('galleta') on
the left breast.
4) Spanish Foreign Legion emblem (during the Republic, the crown
was removed from the emblem).

2) Cabo, Asturias 1934 - he wears the winter weight medium Grey/
Green jacket and trousers with lighter coloured puttees and socks with
off white canvas shoes. Rank is indicated by three red stripes running
from cuff to elbow. Belt/ webbing/ pouches are Black leather and the
haversack a light coloured canvas. The 'isabelino' cap (also called a
'gorillo') is piped in Red with a Red Tassel at the front and carries a
Legion badge at the front. The rifle is still the 7.92 mm Spanish M1913
Mauser.
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,PDJHVIURPWKH3KRWRJUDSKLF/LEUDU\RIWKH
$YLDWLRQ+HULWDJH0XVHXPRI:$
The Photographic Library at the AHM of WA is a vast treasure of
photographic images from all periods of aviation history. We currently
have over 32,000 images in all forms from glass plate negatives, nitrate & cellulose negatives, slides (colour & B/W), photos and computer scans. The vast majority come from private collections and
most haven't been published before.
In the collection there are images from the dawn of aviation in W.A,
Australia and the World, WWI aircraft (including a rare selection of
prototypes of RFC/RAF and French aircraft) both from the Western
Front and the Middle East, England and even the Italian Front. There
is also post war civil and military, WWII (all fronts) and post WWII to
current times (civil & military). These photos are all under copyright to
the Museum and can only be published with due recognition to their
source.
These photos can be purchased from the Museum as the Museum's
Photo No. is shown next to each photo, if no number is shown it's
from my own personal collection. The Museum's address and details
are as below:
Aviation Heritage Museum of WA
Bull Creek Drive
Bull Creek WA 6149
Phone: (08)9311-4470
Fax : (08)9311-4455
Email: alclarke@raafawa.org.au
Website:www.raafa.org.au
Please mark all correspondence attention to the Photographic Library
or myself.
Mick Mirkovic, Photographic Librarian, AHM of WA

P002547 - Russian Navy Tupolev Tu-142 'Bear F' #20.

P002570 - USAF XB-39 serial 41-36954 'Spirit of Lincoln' fitted with
experimental Allison V-3420 liquid cooled engines. This airframe
which was originally built as a YB-29, was handed over to General
Motors to be used as a test bed for these engines.

Column Above

P003250 - RAF Middle East 1939. Hawker Hurricane Mk.I L1669
(aka 'Collie's Battleship') at Khartoum for tropical trials.
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P000366 - Tachickawa Ki-54C 'Hickory' of 10 Dokuritsu Hikodan
Shireibu (10 Independent Air Brigade) surrendered at Labuan
1945. Airframe which has the Green/ White surrender markings
is being inspected by Australian troops.
P000777 - North American Mustang Mk.III 'MT-R' of 122 (City of
Bombay) Squadron RAF at RAF Essex in December 1944.
P002157 - USAAF Curtis P-40E Warhawk '62', believed from 8th
Fighter Sqn, 49th Fighter Group at Canberra in 1942.
P003397 - USAAF Boeing B-17E/F Flying Fortress modified as a
transport at Darwin in 1944.

Column Above

Column Above

P003409 - De Havilland DH 98 Mosquito FB.VI A52-511 NA-G from
No.1 Squadron RAAF at Darwin in 1945.
P003480 - RAAF SWPA circa 1944, Nakajima L2D2 'Tabby' on fire
and going down.
P003490 - RAAF SWPA circa 1944, Destruction of a JAAF Kawasaki Ki-45 Toryu 'Nick'.

P003478 - USAAF SWPA circa 1943, four Consolidated B-24D Liberators of the 90th Bomb Group. Nearest is serial 42-40500
'Careless'.
P003501 - RAAF SWPA, attack by a 31 Sqn RAAF Beaufighter
(based at Coomalie), on a JAAF Nakajima Ki-49 Donryu 'Helen' at
Selaroe strip on 22 July 1944. The pilot was 'Topsy' Bullen DFC with
'Gus' Sparks as his observer.
P003741 - RAAF Morotai circa 1944, Douglas A20G Boston A28-67
DU-H of 220 Squadron RAAF.
P003743 - USAAF Tarakan circa 1945, Consolidated B-24J Liberator '946' of the 307th Bomb Group (Long Rangers) 13th AF.
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P004485 - RAAF SWPA, a 31 Sqn RAAF Beaufighter (based at Coomalie), with 'Tiger Face' nose art. (Editor's Note - other sources give
this as being EH-T A19-192).

P003898 & P003758 - USAAF Tarakan circa 1945, Curtiss C-46D Commando '89', serial 44-77786 'Some Big Ox' of the 674th Troop Carrier group. 5th AF.
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,PDJHVIURPWKH3KRWRJUDSKLF&ROOHFWLRQRI$ODQ<HH
One of the most popular club members, Alan Yee has a large collection of personal photos dating back to just after the end of W.W.II.
Many of these photos are from an era from which few good illustrations turn up in print in the usual sources.
Until recently Alan did not have prints of many of his negatives that
he had taken over the years. With the advent of access to cheaper
scanning solutions he has been able to obtain electronic copies of
much of his collection and has agreed to this publication using a selection of his images in each issue. He and myself (the editor) will select some for use each quarter, on some occasions they will be to a
random theme as here, sometimes it will concentrate on one particular
airframe or type, on other occasions there may be a mini walkaround
of a particular airframe.

Above

Above

Photo of RAN Firefly VX368 'K' '223' plus two Firefly detail shots.

Three more Firefly detail photos to complete a mini walkaround.
Plus a RAAF Caribou at an Air Display
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Shown above are two Catalinas with local connections. The first two of a
RAAF machine were taken at an airshow circa 1948. The third is the well
known post war civil airframe 'Frigate Bird II' taken around the same period. They are in an overall Silver finish.
In Jan 1967 there was a display of the Sid Marshall airframes on the carpark on the roof of Roselands Shopping Centre. The 1st photo shows a
couple of 'Junoir' Yees in front of the Oscar that belonged to the Marshall
collection at the time. The other two photos are of an 86 Transport Wing
C-47 taken I think at that same 1948 Air Display.
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Above : a great photo of Smithy's Southern Cross in storage post
WW.II.

Centre : Two photos of RAAF Mosquito A52-312.
Lower : And finally two photos of RAAF Sikorsky S-51 A80-374
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Hurricane V7476, probably at 1 A.P.U in 1942/3.

by Steve Mackenzie
During the operations on Sicily in Aug/Sep 1943, 3 Sqn RAAF acquired
one each MC202 and MC205 fighters at Agnone Aerodrome. Apparently according to ex unit members the MC202 was in poor condition
when acquired and not used very much - although the unit ORB mentions it on 29th Aug as having been flown by S/L B.Eaton, 2nd Sep
when flown by F/O J.Doyle and 4 Sep by F/Lts R.T.Susans & B.G.
Harris - it is possible that these entries should actually refer to the
MC205 acquired around the same time. Shown in three rare photos on
this page, it can be distinguished from the MC205 in the lack of unit
codes being carried. It also has slightly different RAF markings than
the MC205.
The colour scheme appears to be the common Macchi one of Green
(Verde Oliva Scuro) mottle over a Sand (Nocciola Chiaro) base on the
upper surfaces with Light Grey (Grigio Chiaro) lower surfaces. Standard RAF roundels in probably six positions plus fin flashes. The spinner is a dark colour, probably having been repainted the standard Desert Air Force Red I.D colour as it seems to match the Red in the fuselage roundels.
In addition to the machine operated by 3 RAAF Sqn as per above,
there were a number of other captured MC202s that were acquired by
various RAF units on Sicily and flown by them for a while. Shown be-
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low are photos of two machines belonging to 417 Sqn RCAF and 1435
Sqn RAF. There are also known to have been other examples in the
hands of 81 and 43 Sqns.

Task Force 72 Meeting on 12th June 2005
A look at large scale Naval modelling with a report from the TF72
meeting from Mick Elst - yes they are all 1/72 scale working models).
Home Web Site – ‘http://www.Taskforce72.org’
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%RRPHUDQJ'HWDLO:DONDURXQG3KRWRV
by Brian Kerr
On these pages is a detailed walkaround of the fuselage and associated
equipment of an airframe which is in the Darwin Aviation Museum. Because most of the fuselage skinning is not present, one is able to ascertain the exact layout of the instrumentation and tubular structure of this
type. Thanks to Brian for permission to reproduce them here in the
magazine.
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Junkers D1
Roden Kit
Scale: 1/72nd
The Kit – 3 sprues, containing 54 cleanly injection moulded parts in
Roden's new coffee coloured plastic plus decal sheet and instructions
are what make the box rattle. I personally like the new plastic Roden
are using, it's harder than the original light grey stuff they used to mould
their kits in, which leads to crisper moulded parts and it isn't as easy to
go offline with the knife blade and take a lump out of a part when removing parts from the sprue or trimming flash away.
Assembly – Stage 1 as per usual for a Roden kit, is the undercart and
should be ignored, only to be completed as the last stage before you
start the external painting. Why Roden have always insisted the undercart complete with all struts etc; should be assembled before you do
anything else is well and truly beyond me (and I know I ain't the only
one !!!). Start with stage 2, if only for your sanity's sake !
Stage 2 is the cockpit interior - seat, two part stick top and rudder pedals, all to be assembled onto a tubular tree. No problems apart from a
bit of flash removal were encountered at this stage. The whole lot was
painted when dry with a light grey colour and various bits picked out
with a drybrush of various steel (pedals and seat pan) and brass (stick
top) colours.
Stage 3 is the engine assembly, all parts coming from Roden's good ol'
generic sprue Z, which also contains the armament and a goodly few
parts which will enhance your spares box. Again, no dramas were encountered at all, apart from some minor flash removal. I painted it when
dry with a dark grey from the Tamiya range and a drybrush with Citadel
Boltgun Metal overall, followed by a very light drybrush on cylinder fins
and the rocker box top with Citadel's Chainmail.
Stage 4 is the horizontal tailplane assembly, only two parts, the tailplane itself, to which is assembled the one piece elevator. An absolute
doddle, but there's a catch for the unwary. There was a small but visible
gap present between the two on the real aircraft, which Roden have
recreated on the model, but haven't specified or given any warnings
about in the instructions. The two parts should only be cemented where
the protruding hinges on each side of the tailplane meet the elevator. I
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used my usual Revell Contacta Pro, let it set overnight (under a book
on the desktop to keep it flat !), then reinforced the joins with a tiny drop
of superglue, applied with a toothpick to the top and bottom of each
join.
Stages 5 and 6 are the wing assemblies, upper/lower halves for each
side, with a separate aileron and inverted "V" shaped control linkage.
No dramas here, apart from a very fine line of flash to be removed from
the inside of each "V".
Stage 7 is the partial assembly of the fuselage (two sides and the bottom), around the previously assembled engine and cockpit interior, then
add the instrument panel across the interior. This was an all metal airframe, so the innards were painted a light grey colour with the moulded
on framing picked out in black. For once the engine slid neatly into
place, without any trimming being needed on its bearers or (worse still)
the bottom of the engine block. Many points to Roden for that one, its
been the bane of every inline engined Roden kit I've ever assembled til
now, I've lost count of how many times I've had to attack a Roden fuselage, trimming its engine bearers away before I've glued the thing back
together close and join it properly at the front end ! . Stage 7A is the
removal of a couple of small vents on the outside of the nose, a quick
pass with a sharp X-Acto blade and a fast rub of the fine wet 'n' dry paper and the offending vents were consigned to history.
Stage 8 is attaching the radiator to the fuselage front and the tailplane
assembly into its mounting slot at fuselage rear. No problems at all
here, apart from a tad of trimming on the tailplane slot to get the tailplane to sit correctly at 90 degrees across the fuselage centreline.
Stages 9 and 10 and 11 are attaching the fuselage top decking behind
the cockpit plus two small corrugated pieces atop the nose behind the
radiator on each side, mounting the exhaust pipe, attaching the gun
troughs, gun mounting plate, guns, and various small external fittings,
plus the tailskid and the vertical combination fin/rudder down the back.
A few hints here, I fitted the rear fuselage top first, then I fitted the gun
mount (part 13A), followed by the two troughs (parts 12A), that way I
had a good trough alignment point, where the troughs attached at each
end of the engine bay, then I fitted the two piece roll bar (watch part 9A
here, there's a fair bit of flash on it and being of tiny section and U
shaped, the part is horribly easy to break).

5HYLHZV

I then fitted the guns (after modifying them as shown in stage 10 of
the instructions). Once the troughs and guns are in position, only the
top 8th of an inch or so of the carefully painted engine remains on
view - que sera sera….. No problems (apart from those mentioned
above), were encountered at this stage of the proceedings and provided time and due care are taken (took me a couple of hours all up),
things will (I hope), go as easily for you as they did for me. When everything is attached and the glue is dry, the wings go on, as does part
18A, the forward coaming of the cockpit. I left the prop off, to be
painted separately and fixed onto the model after painting, instead of
attaching it at this stage as instructed.
Stage 12 has you attach the undercart you assembled in stage 1 to the
finished airframe. As explained at the beginning of this review, I ignored stage 1 and thus assembled the two undercart "V" struts and the
spreader bar directly onto the airframe now, its far easier to get everything lined up if you do !
With construction thus ended, its onto paint and decals !
There's two colour scheme and markings options available on the decal sheet, both are Dark green/Purple camouflage over light blue undersides, the only difference being one of them has an all purple tailcone, the other hasn't. Both are for "German Air Force, Western Front,
Autumn 1918" - how very helpful ! It should be noted that there were
only 4 of the machines as kitted by Roden in real life, the rest of the
D1's had a shorter fuselage. Research therefore, may lead you to
which Jasta/Flieger Abteilung operated the machines. I'm not that
picky, preferring to waste my time actually BUILDING kits !
All in all then, a nice little kit of a little used late WW1 monoplane design. There have been some very uncomplimentary remarks about this
kit by various errr… "persons who think they know better", that the corrugations on the top of the fuselage should not be as moulded…… I
wish those small minded loudmouths would actually build a kit before
they pick on something as trivial as this, if they did actually build the kit
before opening their mouths (and put their brains into gear before putting their mouths and pens/typing fingers into motion), they would
probably (possibly), realise that once the finished kit is painted, their
precious (but finely and beautifully moulded), corrugations all but disappear, even under one thin coat of airbrushed paint and can only be
seen clearly with a magnifying glass !
Sod 'em all I say !
Recommended to all (including the curmudgeonly pettifoggers !)

Review by Matthew Ward.
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Mustang Mk 1 RAF
Special Hobby Kit
Scale: 1/72nd
The Kit – 3 plastic sprues containing 59 injection moulded parts in
various shades of grey, a clear sprue containing 3 very crisply moulded
transparent parts and a small bag containing 13 nicely cast resin parts,
a decal sheet covering two aircraft and the instructions are what makes
the box almost too full to rattle. A lot of the plastic parts are marked
with the large "X" indicating chuck into the spare parts box immediately
and what's left on the sprues is what you assemble. The kit contains
parts from Condor's already released A-36 and P51A kits, including
both aforementioned kits fuselages, wing and tail assemblies, which
you cross kit from the sprues, adding various new parts as you go to
get a replica of the original Allison engined Mustang, designated P51A
by the US and Mustang Mk 1 by the RAF. By further cross kitting, you
could easily get the 20mm cannon armed version or the attack bomber
with wing mounted dive brakes (which on the real aircraft, generally
stopped working in service and were generally kept shut in some field
applied fashion).
Assembly – Stage 1 is the cockpit interior, here you can assemble the
rather simple Condor issue parts, which do the job admirably when the
kit is finished or you can spend ages mucking about with a lot of finely
moulded resin parts - and not see much of it when its all finished - even
if you do cut the canopy open !. There's nothing at all wrong with the
resin parts, I didn't use them because I've already built both the Apache
and P-51A from Condor and I knew exactly how much of the detail
wouldn't be seen when it was finished ! In addition, I'm not sure of the
details supplied for behind the seat, I've certainly never seen pictures of
anything which looks like Special Hobby have supplied in a RAF Mustang Mk 1. It does assemble nicely though and will fit inside the fuselage without any trimming needed of either the fuselage sides or the
resin parts. Glen Porter mentioned in a first look review of this kit on
Hyperscale, that the kit he'd received had the US issue teardrop
shaped camera blister on one of the rear cockpit transparencies, but
the interior detail wasn't for the US photo-recon aircraft. My kit didn't
have the blister on the canopy and there was no sign of anything photorecon for the interior. I guess Mr Porter may have received a test shot
of the kit for review !
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Having said all that, just in case you missed it, either interior assembles
and fits well into the fuselage without problems !
Stage 2 is the fuselage assembly, aforementioned cockpit interior, (prepainted) instrument panel (resin or plastic - up to you), engine exhausts
and tailwheel into their assigned locations and cement the fuselage
halves together - again no dramas and no filler needed on mine !
There's a tiny resin gunsight, upon which Special Hobby would have
you do some modification, (microsurgery), removing the top poofteenth
of a mm and replacing it with a bit of lovingly polished and shaped clear
sprue you've done from scratch. Life's too short, so I painted the top of
the given resin item silver and superglued it into place (you can only
see it if looking directly into the front of the windscreen !)</P>
Stage 4 (There's no Stage 3 in the instructions !) has you superglue the
two resin main wheels onto the plastic gear legs or use normal glue
and use the plastic wheels. I used the resin wheels, but didn't touch
them or the gear legs until much later in the assembly.
Stage 5 is assembling the 3 parts of the wing, two uppers onto the
lower wing, then removing a section of the leading edge on both sides
(complete with cannon stubs) to be replaced with resin inserts for the
MG armament. You can't use the other set of wings supplied in the kit
because you'd be in for a heck of a lot of filling and filing to get rid of
the etched dive brakes top and bottom, and the gun holes would still be
wrong ! Let the finished wing dry for 24 hours before attacking it with a
razor saw. There's etched panel lines to follow around the section to be
removed and if you take it carefully, there's absolutely nothing to go
wrong and the resin inserts will fit beautifully first time (mine did !)
Stage 6 is airframe assembly, completed wing to fuselage - no dramas,
but a small amount of filler was needed across the lower fuselage on
the underside. Thankfully the fit on the wing top sections was spot on
where they join across the wing roots. Resin part 14, the central divider
between the gear bays goes on here, but, unless you're doing a maintenance scene, or depicting an aircraft which has had its hydraulic system bled, don't use the part, because if used, it will not allow the
(usually closed/up on a Mustang), inner gear doors to sit flush in their
recesses. Tailplanes also attach at this stage and apart from a bit of
flash removal on their roots, no problems were to be found here either.
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Stages 8 and 9 are the underside details. Two MG barrels under the
nose (I needed to trim them back a couple of mm each, as supplied,
they'd be hit by the prop the minute it turned…. Main airscoop from two
parts, no problems, a bit of filler was needed on the joint between the
parts but no filler was needed at the rear of the completed assembly
when it met the fuselage. Gear legs go on here and remember, the
wheels/axles on the main gear legs face the wingtips. I fitted the legs
and the inner doors but not the wheels at this point, the wheels and
outer doors being attached to the finished model after painting but before the decals were applied. The tail gear doors and "L" shaped underwing pitot also go on here and apart from some very minor flash
removal, all parts fitted well without drama.

ing from them - and long may they continue to so do !
Recommended without hesitation to all interested parties.

Review by Matthew Ward

Stage 10 is the prop assembly - all plastic, 3 blades into notches in the
backing plate and when dry, on goes the spinner. No problems, take it
carefully and all should be well. Final parts to go on here are the canopy and radio antenna, again I left them off until painting was finished.
Colour Scheme Options
As mentioned, there's markings included for two aircraft :1) Scheme 1 is RM+G of 26 Sqn in 1942 and is camouflaged Ocean
Grey/Dark Green topsides, Medium Sea Grey underneath with Sky
rear fuselage band and a broad Yellow stripe mid wing each side.
2) Scheme 2 is SY+L of 613 (Army Co-Operation) Sqn in 1942, camouflaged Dark Earth/Dark Green topsides, Sky underneath with a Sky
band on the rear fuselage, which is also featured on the kit's box top.
I thought long and hard before plumping for scheme 2, a Mustang in
Dark Earth and Dark Green camouflage is a tad unusual, even for an
RAF job, and I liked the cute Panda face on each side of the nose as
well !
The model was airbrushed overall in Tamiya Acrylic Dark Earth and
their acrylic Sky underneath, when dry, good old Humbrol #30 Green
thinned slightly was brushed on in the camouflage pattern and when
that was dry, the whole aircraft received a coat or three of floor polish
before the decals went on. I didn't feel like masking and painting the
Sky rear fuselage band, luckily, I knew I had such an item left over
from a recently assembled Hasegawa RAF Mustang III kit amongst my
spare RAF decals so I used it… I'm pleased to report that it fitted like a
glove around the rear fuselage ! The kit's own decals were applied
and settled down flawlessly as usual, after they'd dried, a coat of
Gunze Clear Flat went on overall. The wheels, canopy and top of canopy antenna were then fitted to finish the project.
All in all, a rather nice kit and (despite accusations from certain quarters), the Condor moulds used by Special Hobby for this kit have NOT
deteriorated. Condor has always been a long run kit manufacturer and
the Condor moulds are steel, good, almost flash free kits are still com-
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Lockheed TR-1A/U2 R
Special Hobby Kit
Scale: 1/72nd
The Kit – 30 injection moulded plastic parts, over 40 cleanly cast resin
parts in the usual tan plus translucent red, green and clear resin parts
for the navigation lights plus a pair of vacformed canopies, decal sheet
for two markings options and the instruction sheet make the box rattle
and give you a fair bargain for your hard earned. I've always wanted a
TR-1A and this is the only current 72nd kit available, to my knowledge.
Hasegowa and Airfix both had the earlier U2 in their catalogues and
Italeri have done a TR-1A in their 48th scale range.
Assembly – Stage 1 Assembly of the fuselage and its internal gubbins,
plus the intakes. There's a full resin cockpit "bathtub" into to which you
superglue the two part resin stick, followed by the front coaming, after
you've painted the "bathtub" assembly. It all goes together rather well,
no problems were encountered anywhere and the resin pour stub underneath the "bathtub" floor does not need removing. Be careful removing flash from the open end of PUR 7, the resin jet exhaust, its rather
thin and delicate around its circumference. Once all internal parts have
been assembled and painted, its time to assemble the plastic fuselage
halves around them, no problems will be found during this operation, I
did need to judiciously re-shape the front of the cockpit opening to accommodate the resin coaming, I opted to trim the plastic rather than
the resin in this case, simply because its far easier to do so.
The intakes are a simple assembly of two plastic parts each and no
trouble whatever was encountered with them at all. Once assembled,
they're simply glued straight onto their mounts on the completed fuselage.
Stage 2 Assembly of the main undercarriage leg. Not much to do here,
4 small resin parts being assembled onto the base of the plastic main
gear leg. I didn't attach the main wheels as instructed at this stage, its
far easier to paint the thing now (or later), if they're not involved !
Stage 3 Assembly of the main wings - too easy - glue the plastic upper
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and lower halves of each wing together ! One small fly in the ointment
here is that you need to remove a number of raised plastic mould release stubs from the inside surface of each half, thankfully, the plastic
is soft and a sharp blade and a few seconds careful work sees them
consigned to history before the wing halves are assembled.
Stage 4 Airframe assembly - wings, tailplanes and vertical fin/rudder to
the fuselage, its all plastic involved here and no problems were encountered whatsoever, a little filler was needed on a couple of the joins, but
far less than I'd normally expect to use on a kit of this nature.
Stages 5 and 6 Assembly of the underwing pods. I diverged slightly
from the instructions here, leaving plastic parts 19 and 22, the upper
rear fairings of the pods out until the next stage.
Stage 7 Fitting the assembled underwing pods to the wings. Following
a tip published in SAM by Mike McEvoy when he built this kit last year, I
glued the pods into their locations under the wings, ensuring the pods
were parallel to the fuselage and then glued parts 19 and 22 into position once the glue had dried, this ensures you get the pods on straight
and not "toed out" as Mike McEvoy confessed he managed to do by
following the kit instructions ! A small amount of filler was needed to
fair parts 19 and 22 into the trailing edge of the wings. Plastic parts 23
and 24 also go on at this stage, they fitted into position on the leading
edge of the wings, atop the pods nicely with no filler being found necessary at the joins. Resin parts PUR 9, 10 and 11 make their appearance
here, all needed flash removal and PUR 9 in particular was a pain to fit
into its location in the trailing edge of the starboard wing. PUR 10 and
11 are the wingtip sensor arrays and superglued onto the respective
wing ends with no trouble whatsoever.
Stage 8 Undercarriage assembly. Previously assembled main gear leg
into main gear bay, adding three retraction struts as you go. Secondary
gear retraction strut into secondary bay adding tiny retraction strut and
tiny resin dumbbell (wheels) to the outer end of it. All very easy and no
real problems, just be careful and don't overdo the superglue and all
will be well. I then superglued the (pre painted) main gear wheels onto
the main gear strut. There's also the wing balance wheels, tiny resin
dumbbell shapes which are superglued onto the end of a pair of pretty
thin plastic curved struts and the whole lot then superglued into a dimple under each wing, horribly fragile, but I cannot see any other way the
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Kit manufacturer could have done them. In real life these drop off as
the bird gets airborne and they're built light.!
Stage 9 All sorts of tiny resin aerials, lights and whatnot as well as the
main gear bay doors, all easily assembled into position, but do take
your time, most of the parts are tiny and will easily disappear without
trace into the maw of the modeling room carpet monster if dropped !
Stage 10 Two tiny navigation lights on the underwing pods, be very
careful with the way you handle these parts or the carpet monster will
get another feed !
Stage 11 Various tiny aerials, antennae and navigation lights around
the cockpit as well as the canopy, no problems were encountered and I
did manage to deny the carpet monster a feed at this stage !
Stage 12 Various tiny landing lights on the wingtips and tail. Easy
enough, just be careful, the parts are tiny and in my case, the carpet
monster got most of them !
After all that, its onto painting and as Henry Ford once said "You can
have it any colour you like, as long as you like it black". Flat black all
over with very few exceptions id the only scheme for USAF TR-1A's.
NASA owns the pretty versions of this aircraft and Special Hobby has
released a kit of one of the NASA birds, but that's outside the scope of
my interest ad of this review !
Tamiya flat black was sprayed in an even coat overall, then re-sprayed
on various areas to build up colour depth here and there to a weathered
appearance which is fairly apparent on the model but alas, not in the
photos (sob !)
There's decals included for three all black aircraft, I went for option two,
a Desert Storm 1 (1990) "Scud Sniffer", with a rather daggy dog in scud
sniffing mode on the starboard side of the fin. The decals worked without problems over a coat of floor polish, no setting agents being necessary to bed them in or pull them down over details. A coat of Gunze
clear flat overall and the project was finished.
Overall, you have a nice, fairly easily assembled replica for your hard
earned, and it's a fairly impressive beast, even in 72nd scale ! Recommended for all.

Reviewed by Matthew Ward
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These items are available from Red Roo Models:

Review by Steve Mackenzie

Gary Byk - redroo@bigpond.net.au

Scales: 1/48th & 1/72nd

Website: www.redroomodels.com

Contents and Media: Instruction sheets - four x 4 view colour C&M instructions (7 sides - very well done), plus one decal sheet.

Address: Red Roo Models
P.O Box 113
Glen Waverley, VIC 3150

Price: as listed in text
Many thanks to Gary Byk from Red Roo Models for the review copies!
Review Type: First Look.
Advantages: High quality and attention to detail. Good printing detail
and colour. Good instructions.
Recommendation: Highly recommended for those interested in the
enhancement of models of these subjects.
RRD4840 - 1/48 scale Misplaced Interceptors, Spitfire Mk.VII, 453
Squadron RAAF, UK 1943 $19.95
also available in 1/72 as RRD7242 - $19.95
This sheet gives you the markings and serials to do the colour scheme
for any of four Mk.VII Spitfires which served with 453 Sqn RAAF.
Enough roundels are included for one machine, so a choice has to be
made of which one is constructed, although it would not be difficult to
source roundels to enable a second model to be built.
Instruction sheets are very comprehensive giving multi view drawings
(4 angles) of all subjects, with photos of DU-Z (supplied by the reviewer
to Red Roo) and DU-G. I would recommend building either DU-Z
MB763 or DU-G MD114 from this sheet as there are no known actual
photos of the other two airframes in existence, only code/serial tie-ups
fom the Sqn ORB. Detailed application instructions for the decals are
also included.
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Junkers J1
Eduard Kit
Scale: 1/72nd
The Kit – 77 crisply moulded injection plastic parts in a mid grey colour, decal sheet and instructions are what make the box rattle. The
plastic is a tad on the soft side, so please be careful about flash trimming etc; it is all too easy for the knife blade to slip offline and take a
chunk out of one of the smaller parts !
Assembly – Stage 1 is engine bay and fuselage innards, take it carefully and no problems will ensue. I assembled the lot into one complete
subassembly before I took a paintbrush anywhere near it and no problems were encountered at all. There's enough space between and
around everything, which makes painting a doddle. Be very careful
about the positioning of the "T" shaped control bar which runs aft from
the base of the control stick, it should butt against the base of the stick,
if it doesn't, problems will ensue at stage 2. I chose to leave parts C17
and C 27, the two pipes which connect with the radiator intake on the
underside of the top wing off at this stage, rather than have them break
off and disappear when the top wing went on.
Stages 2 and 3 are simply painting the insides of and assembling the
fuselage halves around the innards assembled at stage 1. No real dramas here, I did need to trim the front of part B7, the engine bearer, for
the front of the fuselage to assemble around it successfully. Its also at
this stage that you discover that all your hard work painting the engine
goes up in smoke, because once the fuselage is assembled, all that
can be seen of the engine is the very top of it !
Stage 4 involves assembling whichever tailplane assembly you need
(according to the colour scheme you've chosen from the instructions),
as well as attaching whichever one piece fin/rudder part you need,
again according to your chosen colour scheme. No problems were encountered during this part of the assembly. The big job at this stage is
assembling the two part (upper/lower halves) lower wing and cementing

the finished item onto its airfoil section mount beneath the fuselage..
The only slight problem I encountered here was keeping the wing at
right angles to the fuselage whilst the glue set up. You then fit the six
small lower wing to fuselage support struts, which do need a little flash
removal before fitting. Luckily, they fitted perfectly first go. You also get
to fit the rear gunner's MG ring mount and MG at this stage. I fitted the
ring, but left the MG off until after painting.
Stage 5 is the upper wing assembly, upper and lower halves are assembled together, after which you position the ailerons at whatever angle you desire (I glued 'em on undeflected) and the two part radiator
housing under the centre section. I then painted the underside of the
wing completely and applied the appropriate decals to it. No dramas
encountered whatsoever to this point, things were then left for 24 hours
for all glue and paint to dry out thoroughly.
THEN came the real, errr…"fun" part… The J1 is a very late war aircraft and had no rigging whatsoever, save for a few control wires, exposed for very short runs as they neared their destinations on wings
and tail. The struts, like the most of the rest of the aircraft were metal
and quite able to take the stresses of holding the top wing on in flight
without problems (the pilots never quite believed or trusted the manufacturer's claims on this point !). There's only 4 struts per side, and if
you follow the instructions, you'll get them all in properly but the top
wing will be a right pain to get locate squarely, as I found after several
failed attempts. In the end, I removed the centre pair of struts, which
form a diagonal cross when viewed from the wingtips and mounted the
top wing on the outer pair of struts (parts C1, C10, C12 and C37) on
each side. The aircraft was then carefully placed on a piece of graph
paper and the top wing lined up appropriately, the lot was then carefully
propped/braced against several jars of paint (stacked two jars high !),
along the leading and trailing edges and left overnight to dry thoroughly.
Next morning, the remaining struts were winkled into place with tweezers, a drop of superglue being applied to each end of each strut before
placement. The two small struts which brace the leading edge of the
tailfin were then cemented into place after a bit of flash removal to finish this stage of the assembly. A large sigh of relief then escaped your
scribe !
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Stage 6 is the final assembly stage and is the assembly of the undercarriage bits'n'bobs, the tailskid and its two "V" shaped bracing struts, a
pair of "E" shaped control wire protectors and the 8 part main gear unit,
apart from some small areas of flash cleanup, this stage is a real doddle ! I left the wheels off until after painting.

All in all, a rather nicely detailed kit of a little known WW1.

Colour Scheme Options
Two options are provided in the kit, illustrated in colour in the instructions, the choice is yours but because of the alternate parts for the fin/
rudder and tailplanes, the choice must be made before too much construction has ensued on the kit. No information is given as to who flew
the machines or what unit flew them. My references unfortunately throw
no light on the matter either !
Scheme 1 is for a machine which is light blue underneath and mid
green on top with a natty white stripe around the rear fuselage/tail fin
and a white spinner, ID is J.119 in black and it has a white 9 as its individual ID (I guess). National markings are the straight black/white cross
on fuselage, rudder, top of upper wing, underside of upper wing and underside of lower wing.
Scheme 2 is again light blue undersides, white rudder and dark green
overlaid with purple in quite a striking camouflage scheme with the
same crosses in the same positions as per scheme 1. Its identified as
Junk J1 Jfa 822/17 in black.
I went for scheme 2 and used Tamiya acrylics throughout. I sprayed the
lot (after masking off the engine and cockpits), then went back and
picked out the struts and various small items with a fairly fine brush. No
problems were encountered anywhere here. The decals all went down
over a coat of floor polish and I did use a small amount of Mr Mark
Softer on each to snuggle them down over the rather fine and distinctive (for a Junkers aircraft), corrugations on the skin of the aircraft.
After painting, the two pipes leading from the engine to the radiator under the top wing were assembled into place and the wheels went on,
followed by the rear MG and there's where the last problem encountered with this kit was to be found. The MG is way too long - when
mounted as instructed, the gun butt is almost to the forward edge of the
front cockpit ! I eventually dismissed all thoughts of cutting it down to
size and stood it on its butt in the rear cockpit in the stowed position to
the left side of the seat - that's its barrel protruding from the rear cockpit
in the photos !
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Recommended for all but the novice to biplane kits.!

Display Models Apr & May
2005 Meetings
Due to lack of room (obviously) in the printed format, this publication does
not have all the photos comprising the models from the Jan & Feb 2004
meetings which are on the Electronic (CD) version. This sample is all I
can fit in here.
The photos are courtesy of Mick Elst. Thanks to Mick for permission to
reproduce them. Gary Wickham has volunteered to take a selection of
photos at each meeting for use on the Club's new website at 'www.
ipmsnsw.org' and on these pages.
There are many more photos available for perusal at the Club’s website
listed above.
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